RUNMYJOBS: THE ANSWER TO YOUR ENTERPRISE
PROCESS AUTOMATION NEEDS
AUTOMATION. IT'S WHAT WE DO.
Other enterprise software companies may claim that they can make your processes run more smoothly, but all too often
their results fall flat. Why? Because their product portfolio is too broad, which can lead to uninspired product development,
incomplete implementation, and poor support. At Redwood Software, automation is the only thing we do—and we do it well.
And that’s why RunMyJobs®, the world’s first process automation platform delivered as a service, either on premises or via
the cloud, is so innovative. Redwood built RunMyJobs to be exceptionally scalable and completely transparent, meaning that
our customers can not only start automating essential processes now, but they also get a flexible solution that allows them to
develop and deploy solutions to emergent needs—without purchasing additional licenses.
Pay for what you use. There are no surprises here—only results.

UNLIMITED CONNECTIONS. BOUNDLESS AUTOMATION.
It doesn’t matter how many different platforms
you use to keep your day-to-day operations
running—RunMyJobs has connectors for all
of them, and they’re all included in our fixed
platform fee, with no limitations on the type or quantity you
can deploy. So when Process A finishes in your private cloud,
RunMyJobs immediately gets Process B started in your onpremise ERP, and so on.
With no limit to the connections that can be made, there’s no

limit to the number of processes—or jobs—that RunMyJobs
can undertake. Our utility pricing model allows companies to
predict their operating costs. We’ll help you estimate what you
think you’re going to use, so you can budget accordingly. Busy
month? No problem. You have complete visibility into system
usage so you can monitor operating costs, plan for overages,
and use that information for chargebacks. You also won’t ever
overpay because you overestimated your job counts. Pay for
what you need, when you need it.

AUTOMATION AT YOUR SERVICE
RunMyJobs is delivered as a service, so you
always have access to the latest updates,
connectors, and security patches. No physical
infrastructure in your office means reduced
costs, and maintenance and upgrades are on us—not you.
RunMyJobs also eliminates the need for individual licenses for
connectors—any program you want plugged into the system
can be, without additional licensing fees.
For those interested in running RunMyJobs in the cloud
but worried about security and vulnerability? RunMyJobs
is designed to keep your data safe. The service runs your

processes on your servers, and your data never leaves your
enterprise. Only process instructions and definitions are held
in the cloud.
RunMyJobs guarantees customers a 99.995% service uptime,
thanks to the combination of scalable, resilient infrastructure
and expert 24/7 support services. We monitor the service
around the clock to make sure that you have uninterrupted
availability. But you don’t have to take our word for it:
Redwood was recently recognized for this reliability, and has
received both an ISAE 3402 and an SSAE 18 certification for its
RunMyJobs SaaS services.

VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
RunMyJobs offers you unparalleled insight
into process execution. It’s easier than
ever to proactively monitor activities and
receive alerts (and recommended fixes) if
anything seems amiss. All process definitions are fully
auditable with version control and automated rollback
capabilities, allowing administrators to quickly and
easily make adjustments to process execution with
maximum accountability and control. The product
also provides the ability to proactively predict process
runtime, allowing users to correct course before

missing an important deadline or business service-level
agreement (SLA).
RunMyJobs is accessible to your users on any device,
anytime, anywhere. Critical process goes bump in the
night? Simply reply to an email alert from your mobile
phone to resolve the issue. Working on the run? Use
your personal tablet to sign in and quickly take care of
business. RunMyJobs is designed with the modern IT
department in mind by taking ‘highly available’ to the
next level.

SEAMLESS TRANSITION WITH SAFE PASSAGE
Whatever your existing scheduling tool, the RunMyJobs
Safe Passage Transition Service will get you migrated
and up and running quickly and efficiently so that you
can start benefiting from RunMyJobs as fast as possible.

“

Designed to provide you with an initial configuration
and training in your development environment, it
includes multiple on-site or remote sessions with one
of our Automation experts.

We wanted to replace BMC for our scheduling as we were unhappy with the lack
of transparency around pricing and unpredictability around the billing. We chose
RunMyJobs, not only because the commercials were transparent and we could
easily adapt workload to our changing needs, but the reporting and scheduling
functionality was also far superior to what we had before.

ABOUT REDWOOD SOFTWARE
Redwood Software eliminates the costs, risks and wasted time of manual tasks within IT and business processes
anywhere in the organization. Our automation and robotic solutions help companies eliminate up to 100% of manual
tasks. Today, more than 3,000 customers worldwide use Redwood’s automation and robotics solutions to automate
up to 100% of their processes.
For more information, please visit www.redwood.com/runmyjobs

